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The guaranteed peace pact for Israel is recorded in the eternal text
of Parshas Beltar, as G-d declaresrl "And you shall dwell in the
land in safety."

But if we believe that only G-d can insure a true and everlasting
peace/ then it is imperative for us to abide by His word, through
implementing the Halachic codes in strengthening the security of
Israel. This is the only method for securing a genuine peace. Based
on the provision of protecting Jewish lives from nearby enemies,
it is Halachically forbidden to give back any occupied territory on
the \fest Bank (this being a border area) since the very security of
all Jews in Israel depends upon these places. Thus, keeping these
territories and standing on guard is critical for Israel's basic survival.

There are, however, those who claim that by conceding this
territory we have much to gain: This will enable us to make peace
with the Arabs, America will grant us ftnancial and military assist-
ance, and we thereby elicit good grace in the eyes of the world.
Here, too, we must turn to the Halacha for the decisive verdict.
The Halachic ruling is clear: In matters pertaining to security we
must rely solely upon the opinion of the military leaders, since they
are the experts in all phases of security and survival. The basis for
relying upon military experts in terms of strategic security is under-
scored in several Talmudic references.

The Talmud relates2 that when the Jews prepared themselves
for battle in the days of King David, they ftrst held counsel with
Achitophel, the advisor, as is written,s "And the counsel of Achi-
tophel, which he counseled in those days was as if a man had asked
advice of the word of G-d."

Rashbaa clariftes the deeper intent of this passage, relating to
the counsel of Achitophel. It is quite amazing that after the Jews
were going to inquire of the Urim T'Jumin (the Divine code on
the breastplate of the High Priest)z what purpose does man's advice
serve? The passage therefore states that, in spite of this, they would
ftrst seek counsel of the military advisor, Achitophel. After con-
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sulting with him, the verdict would then be verifted by the Urim
T'Tumim.J|akoseos presents a lengthy analysis on the significance
of Achitophel's counsel. In all security matters and battle preparation
-folabarsha writes2-they sought Achitophel's advice, since he was
an expert in his field.

Rasbl speciftes the type of advice they asked for' \7hat road to
take, how to set up military force.and methods for military ambush.

Dauid's Strongmen

The Talmud relates of David's military advisors'6
David had +oo young men, all of whom were born to his soldiers

by beautiful captive women (which the Torah permits).? They had
long locks of hair and went together with the army chiefs. These
were David's strongmen.

Rasbi explains that he depended upon them in all military
maneuvers/ and consistently followed their advice. Although the
Talmud8 maintains that these strongmen did not actually go into
battle with the other Israelis, yet, all battle plans were formulated
on their technical expertise.

It is clearly seen from the aforesaid that all security matters must
be decided by the security experts, namely, the military officers
and not by the political bosses !

foIedical €xperts

The following cases illustrate how professional expertise in certain
ftelds is used to determine the final Halachic decision:

rJTith reference to someone who takes ill on Yom-Kippur, the
folishna rules,e "lt is permissible to feed an invalid on Yom-Kippur,
based on the directive of medical experts."

The Talmud adds that if the doctor says he must eat and the
person says no/ we follow the doctor's orders, because it's possible
that the person is confused due to his illness and fasting.

Rabbenu 7,trissim asserts that in case of a dipute amongst the
doctors themselves we abide by the decision of the more renowned
experts.

Rambam sets the decisive ruletlo "For someone who is criticallv
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ill, all his needs may be performed on Shabbos, on the advice of a

renowned doctor in that community."lr

Political Tallacy

It is quite obvious from the above that in security matters we
cannot rely upon the wisdom of political leaders. Just as a doctor is
the sole authority in health matters, so is the military leader the
expert in the area of protection and security. The fallacy of political

logic is borne out in the Holocaust era. lil/hen Hitler was on the
path of war and destruction, there were political authorities who
claimed that if they were to give him Austria and Czechoslovakia,
he would end his atrocities. As anyone can see, giving in to the
whims of this madman would only have increased his bloodthirsty
pogroms.

Another case example is the infamous Yom-Kippur \Var (in

1973).lt is a known fact, and verifted by the then Prime Minister,
thad the main reason for the total unpreparedness of the Israelis
on that fateful day and the subsequent loss of thousands of Jewish
lives was only because they heeded political advice ! Political
strategy dictated that Israel should seek "graceful diplomacy" with
America and not to appear as the aggressor. Politics and security
are not necessarily synonymous; in reality they often conflict. Isn't
it time that we take a closer look at the realities of the political
fallacy, especially in areas not in their domain?

The ill repute of political life even relates to the food they eat.
As the fuIisltna states,l2 city onions are the food of politikun
("politicians"). The Talmud notes that onions are bad for the heart,
whereas village onions-not eaten by politikun-are good for the
heart. Indeed, onions are as harmful to the body as swords.18

It logically follows that, in our case, if military experts assert
that no occupied territory be given back due to the critical security
situation at the present time, their orders are Halachically binding,
just as those given by a medical expert (for which Shabbos may be
desecrated).

May we witness the fulftllment of the Divine promise-"And I
shall give peace in the land"-peace without compromise, peace
without pressures/ but only a genuine, everlasting pca:c.
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